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Those who believe in telekinetics,
raise my hand
-Kurt Vonnegut

Bollywood vs
Hollywood
By Jodhbir Singh ~ Daily Bull

The other, I got shocked,
I mean very shocked. You
know when you want to
use a higher degree word
than Fuck, or Shit, and you
can’t find it? Yes, I was that
#%@#&% ing shocked.
Actually, I have grown up
watching Bollywood movies (Indian) with actor and
actress doing melodramatic
scenes, stretching it so long
that you want to scratch your
head or balls; dancing and
singing during the movie;
and when it would come to
a hot scene the lights would
be lowered (in the movie)
and next scene would be a
sun rising on a seashore.
Any Bollywood movie that
would have one or two of
these hot scenes would be
considered a ‘mast (awesome) movie.’ Unfortunately,
you would have to watch
a good part of the movie
to reach up to that scene.
However, yesterday, I got
shocked because within 12
minutes of the start of a bol...see Symbology! on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like vortex cannons!

Enjoying Alcohol
By John Pastore ~ Daily Bull

Wednesday was the night of Winter Car- for males and females.
nival, and it can be assumed that some 100lbs: .04m .05f, .08m .09f, .11m .14f,
of you were planning to drink. How can .15m .18f
you optimize this? What you’re basically 140lbs: .03m .03f, .05m .07f, .08m .10f,
looking for is a way to keep track of .11m .13f
your blood alcohol content, and main- 180lbs: .02m .03f, .04m .05f, .06m .08f,
tain that BAC
.08m .10f
inside of an
220lbs: .02m
optimal range
. 0 2 f, . 0 3 m
for the night.
. 0 4 f, . 0 5 m
N o w, B A C
. 0 6 f, . 0 7 m
can be found
.08f
electrically by
noticing how
What range
your alcohol
should you
soaked breath
be shooting
affects the cafor? This depacitance bepends upon
tween parallel
your plans for
plates. With- This beverage is not named LOLs because it tastes funny. this night. If
It is named so because it will make you do funny things...
out such a tool,
you intend to
you’re left with estimates based on your be driving, then note that the legal limit in
body mass and quantity and the quality this state is .08% - as by this point, your
of your drank. The imperial equation is: depth perception and peripheral vision
( 150 lbs/ your weight ) * [ ( % alcohol are probably becoming shot. If you’re
in drink / 50 ) * (ounces consumed) not driving, then you’ll probably try to
]* .025
drink more - though anything from .10with the phrase between brackets be- .19% will probably begin screwing with
ing a summation if you’ve consumed your darker-emotions, motor control,
multiple types of alcohol of different and speech, and unless you’re careful
concentrations. This may be a bit dif- will show everyone what an asshole
ficult to calculate, so here is a table of you really are. .20-.29% will bring on
standard values for 1, 2, 3, and 4 drinks,
...see C2H5OH on back

To all the singles: HAHA sucks to be you!
To all the couples: Enjoy everyone’s ire!

Monday MAD LIBS

MONDAY MAD LIBS are a fun way to create your own story
without having to worry about word limits, censorship, or MLA citations. Think yours is the funniest? Send it our way at
BULL@MTU.EDU. If it’s good enough, we might even print it.
Here’s how it works: fill in these blanks. Then flip the Bull over to
see a paragraph with missing words - add yours! ta da!
City: _______________________ Food: _____________________
Noun 1: ____________________ Plural Noun 2: ______________________
Plural Noun 1: ________________ 3 Greek Letters: ____________________
-ing Verb: __________________ Noun 3: __________________________
Noun 2: ____________________ Liquid: __________________________
Number: ___________________ Plural Noun 3: ______________________
Adjective: __________________ Nonsense Word(s): ________________

... Symbology! from front

lywood movie the actor and actress
were in the bed. I thought I might
have scrolled the seeker bar but I
was wrong. They were in the bed
within 12 minutes, literally. It was a remarkable achievement in the history
of Indian film industry that the good
stuff of a movie had been shown at
the very start of the movie.

to find the suspense in the movie.
One thing I like about Hollywood is
that they don’t waste time. Five seconds of silence between the actor
and actress means total agreement

on the argument. On the 5.01 second, the game begins. By the way,
why should they waste time? After
all, they have to save the world in the
remaining half an hour.

Whatever may be the reason, I
watched the scene couple of times
to make me believe it firmly and then
continued watching the remaining
movie. Later on, things became clear
to me- I wasn’t wrong. The Indian
actor was behaving exactly as he
should have (or I expected him), but
the actress was the main reason for
raising the ‘bar’ in the industry.
According to the movie, she had
grown up in the New York and she
was in Mumbai on a sabbatical leave
and new to the culture. Whatever
they say, she brought Hollywood
with her to India. Many thanks to her
that now we won’t have to wait long
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...C2H5OH from front

stupors, memory glitches, and general
idiocy. Above that, unconsciousness,
death and pissing all over yourself
become disturbingly real possibilities.
The sweet spot is probably around
.03-.06%, which will provide mild
euphoria and decreased inhibitions,
while only screwing over your ability
to concentrate.
The human body processes alcohol
at close to a fixed rate of 50mL/hour,
due to a bottle neck in the process of
converting alcohol to its metabolites in
the liver. This implies, for your blood
alcohol level, that every 40 minutes,
you’ll lose .01% BAC - which for a
150lb person is results in a “sustainer”
dose of 1 drink every 2 hours after
reaching your ideal point.

Happy Valentines Day from The Bull. Got a pick-up line that worked today? Or didn’t
work but was hilarious? Text it to 1-801-200-DERP. And remember, be safer!

All Nighter is an Alcohol-Free Event - Liz Fujita

Last Wednesday through Friday, ___________ (city) celebrated its annual ___________ (noun 1) Carnival. It was a celebration of snow,
____________ (plural noun 1), and students ________________ (-ing
verb) all over campus. First years had their first experience building
_________ (noun 2) statues, with this year’s theme being ___________
(number) Pages Unfold in the __________ (adjective) Cold. They also
quickly learned that there are free _____________ (food) in Fisher late at
night, deep fried ___________ (plural noun 2) are bad for you, and that
no matter how hard they try, ___________ (3 Greek letters) will always
make a better __________ (noun 3) than the rest. Lastly, new students
learn to put ____________ (liquid) into ______________ (plural noun
3) and get so sloshed that they scream, “________________________
________!” (nonsense word/s)

pressure.
A few warnings, of course. Drugs are
cool, and cool people do drugs - but
they don’t make you cool. If you’re a
raging asshole, on alcohol you’re just
going to be a drunk raging asshole. Do
not be that guy. Do not drink more
than you’re comfy with. Even if you
aren’t drinking, don’t be the guy who
takes advantage of people in this state
- either by harming or robbing them.
Alcohol is a vasodilator - it opens up
your blood vessels in your skin just like
you were warm, but does not contribute to your body heat production - so
keep that jacket on. If you’re a minor,
sorry, please try again next year. Don’t
drink on campus, and if you do violate
this edict, don’t mess up campus with
your refuse. Be a pleasant drunk helpful, if a bit clumsy.

If you should find yourself having
drunk too much, a
few notes on your
nausea. If you feel
like you’re going to
vomit, you’re probably going to be
ready to vomit in 40
seconds. You can’t
really suppress your
body ’s desire to
rid yourself of poison completely,
so get to a place
where you won’t
make a mess and
let rip. If you can’t
bring yourself to
vomit because you
haven’t anything in
your gut, add filler
stuff - say a slice of
bread and some
water. Having these
inside lets you work The real question is whether or not this is too drunk, or perfectly
drunk... perhaps we shall see in the morning.
up the proper puking

